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One of the flagship projects included in the phase III of the
UNEP and SETAC’s Life Cycle Initiative partnership is the
so-called BLCA of organizations.^ It was kicked off in mid-
2013, and during the last 2 years, its nearly 70 participants
have been drafting and validating the BGuidance on organiza-
tional life cycle assessment^ (UNEP 2015). This editorial is
the official announcement of the publication of this new
UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative product and shortly pre-
sents it to the LCA community. Organizational LCA is a rel-
evant and promising newmember of the LCA family. Just like
social LCAwas promoted and supported by the publication of
the Guidelines for Social LCA (UNEP/SETAC 2009), we
expect that the guidance document now launched will serve
making organizational LCAwidely applied.

1 The rationale behind organizational LCA

Organizational LCA analyzes the whole organization (i.e.,
organizational approach), including not only the facilities of
the organization but also upstream and downstream activities

(i.e., life cycle approach) and considers a set of relevant envi-
ronmental aspects (i.e., multi-impact approach). In this way, it
provides organizations with environmental understanding at
the level at which most of the decisions are made—the level
of the organization—thus supporting them effectively to im-
prove their environmental performance. Apart from the
UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative flagship project, two
main other initiatives exist on the development of this new
approach, the ISO/TS 14072 (2014) and the OEF Guide
(2013).

Over the past 10 years, organizational environmental anal-
ysis approaches have begun to emerge. They mostly consider
the assessment of the full value chain as voluntary and
concentrate on a single environmental aspect. However, the
application and experience acquired by some of these world-
wide known initiatives, like WRI and WBCSD (2004,
2011), have helped to promote the future use of LCA of
organizations.

The LCA methodology is by definition a life cycle and
multi-impact approach but was originally developed for
products. The first efforts in the development of the LCA
of organizations emerged in the 1990s (Klöpffer 1995;
Taylor and Postlethwaite 1996; Finkbeiner et al. 1998;
Clift and Wright 2000) and proposed hybrid approaches by
combining input-output analysis and LCA. Recently, this
new feature of LCA is becoming ever more relevant as a
complement to product-based analyses. Product and organi-
zational LCA are complementary in more than one way as
they provide insights of an organization at different levels.
Nevertheless, an LCA of an organization may be more com-
plex, due to the multiple product life cycles involved and the
fact that a large part of the environmental impacts can occur
up and downstream.
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2 What is organizational life cycle assessment?

Organizational LCA (OLCA1) is a compilation and evaluation
of the inputs, outputs, and potential environmental impacts of
the activities associated with the organization adopting a life
cycle perspective (ISO 2014). Most of the principles and re-
quirements of ISO 14040 and ISO 14044 for product LCA
apply also for OLCA with some minor terminology amend-
ments (Finkbeiner and König 2013). The major discrepancies
between the two methodologies appear during scope defini-
tion and inventory assessment. OLCA requires the definition
of two new elements, roughly equivalent to functional unit
and reference flow, the so-called reporting organization and
reporting flow. Another difference with product LCA is that
OLCA is not recommended for comparative assertions
intended to be communicated to the public. For further detail
on this issue, see Martínez-Blanco et al. (2015a).

OLCA application may reveal environmental hotspots
where the organization should focus energies and interven-
tion, throughout the value chain and among all the products
and operations involved in the provision of the portfolio. Un-
derstanding risk and impact reduction opportunities gives a
solid ground to strategic decisions at different levels, for in-
stance, when making decisions on technologies, investments,
and new product lines. It may also serve as framework for
tracking environmental performance over time and for
informing corporate sustainability reporting.

3 What is the scope of the new UNEP/SETAC Life
Cycle Initiative publication?

The new guidance document aims to be a publication accom-
panying the ISO 14072. The latter sets the basic requirements
of the methodology, while the guidance document intends to
provide further insight on the potential of the methodology
and detailed recommendations that facilitate an easier and
more widespread application of OLCA. At this point in time,
proper guideline is available only for an environmental orga-
nizational LCA, even though the authors foresee the use of a
similar approach for the social dimension of sustainability.
The latter seems meaningful as social impacts mostly depend
on the organizations’ behavior and data is usually collected at
the level of the organization.

The publication has six main chapters that are close to 100
pages. Key guiding questions are included at the beginning of
each chapter to facilitate in locating the relevant information.
It is a comprehensive document with more than one target
audience. Recommended reading itineraries are included and
signaled along the document for decision makers, practi-
tioners, methodology developers, and consumers or other
stakeholders. Another feature of the publication are the
BBoxes,^which are dedicated to additional explanations, clar-
ifications, or recommendations, and the BReports^ that sup-
port understanding of the main text by portraying real early
case studies. Links with the relevant foundations for the def-
inition of OLCA (WRI and WBCSD 2004, 2011; ISO 2006,
2014; European Commission 2013) are made throughout the
guidance document.

Although complete and rigorous applications of OLCA are
not yet a common practice, we identified first practical expe-
riences of the use of approaches that encompass OLCA. Elev-
en experiences of the so-called BFirst Movers^ are included in
the guidance document to illustrate some methodological
facets and the benefits that the methodology could bring to
organizations. Most of these organizations developed their
own adapted methodology. Eight sectors (hotel and catering,
food, chemical, car manufacturing, energy, retail, consulting,
and cosmetic and personal care) and four regions (South and
North America, Europe, Asia, and Oceania) are represented in
the case studies.

We devoted special efforts to make the new methodology
operative for different types of organizations and in different
situations. Organizations of all sizes, as well as every sector,
have a key responsibility in the efforts to reduce environmen-
tal impacts. For example, large corporations play a promising
role due to their relevant share of resources use and emissions
generation in the global flows and their capacity to intervene,
while medium and small organizations have an important con-
tribution to the national economies and thus to overall envi-
ronmental impacts, if addressed as a collective. The publica-
tion provides specific guidance for small- and medium-sized
organizations by mainly simplifying the requirements and rec-
ommendations presented in the methodological framework.

Furthermore, previous knowledge is considered and used
to ease the implementation of the methodology through the
so-called Bexperience-based implementation pathways.^
These pathways provide particular methodological support
according to the experience with other environmental tools
(for example, product LCA or EMS) that the organization
may have.

The guidance document is the first milestone result of a
transparent development process, which included a group of
20 co-drafters and a stakeholder group of about 50 members
from different sectors and backgrounds and from 31 different
countries. Furthermore, many organizations and LCA experts,
including the 11 BFirst Movers^ presented at the guidance

1 The publication BGuidance on organizational life cycle
assessment^ (UNEP 2015), which is presented in this editori-
al, uses the acronym BO-LCA^ in analogy to other UNEP/
SETAC Life Cycle Initiative publications. However, accord-
ing to the International Journal of Life Cycle Assessment ed-
itorial policy, the acronym used by ISO/TS 14072, without
hyphen, is used here.
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document, were contacted during the collection of examples
(Martínez-Blanco et al. 2015b).

We would like to encourage the LCA community and also
organization’s managers and policy makers to apply and
spread the methodology. The publication is publicly available
at the website of the UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative.2 We
expect that it can move forward the integration of the environ-
ment in organizations’ strategy and operation. The project has
not finished with the launch of the guidance document. In
order to test the publication, several case studies, from differ-
ent regions and sectors and with different levels of experience
on the use of environmental tools and data available, will be
conducted after the release of the publication. We encourage
you to download the guidance document, to apply it, and to
explore the potential of organizational LCA.We hope for your
support in promoting and empowering this new member of
the LCA family.
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